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412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J. 07087
~***
Correction of the Minutes
of last Board Meeting
President Al Perna called
the Secretary Dan Quinn to
report a mix-up on the name
of the Hotel for a tentative
meeting in 1998. The report
should have stated that the
Holiday Inn in Hampton,
Virginia should have been
considered for the site for




Help! ! ! We need your help
The staff of the Octofoil
wish to thank all those who
sent the beautiful Christ-
mas Cards and best wishes
for the New Year. We
would like to wish all the
members and their families
a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. To our
Jewish members and fami-
lies we wish a Happy
Hanukkah.
Because our numbers are dwindling, it is VERY IMPOR-
TANT that we have a better idea of how many members
plan to attend our fifty-second (52nd) annual reunion in
order to be sure we'll all be housed at the GALT HOTEL
and not be spread out, we don't need that inconvenience,
especially at our age. Send in your room reservations as
soon as possible. If at a later date you need to cancel it
won't be a problem. BUT, late reservations cause all sorts
of problems, like how much to charge for strip tickets,
the more attendees we have the lower the price. There
are a few fixed expenses we have to meet, the more peo-
ple, the lower the price. REMEMBER, YOU CAN ALWAYS
CANCEL if you must.
There are several tour companies ready to take your
money, all give a good tour but if we have numbers and
can fill buses we get a much better rate. It was much easi-
er when we had the larger crowd, so PLEASE, PLEASE









I have been researching
the 1st Army 9th Infantry
Division and I hope that you
will have time to assist me. I
had a brother, Michael G.
Kniska, who was in the 9th
Infantry Division in World
War II. I recently was given
all of his medals and rib-
bons. I don't really know
much about the Army, since
I never served. But I have 6
brothers who were in the
Service. In fact, while my
brother Mike was landing on
Utah beach, my brother,
Andy, was in the Merchant
Marines, hauling aviation
fuel through the English
Channel to Mirmansk,
Russia. I have found out the
meaning of all the medals,
stripes and citations, except
for two; one was a patch
with a wreath on it and the
other was a patch that looks
like it has a 71 on it (it might
be upside-down?)
I was given your name by
the U.S. Military History
''''ctitute. Carlisle, Pa.
. My brother was a sergeant
III the Military Police
Platoon. He died in 1964. But
since I started researching
his medals, I got more and
mor~ interested in finding
out Just how his unit pro-
ceeded in the war. The only
genuine book about the 9th
Infantry that I have is a pam-
phlet "Hitler'}, Nemesis; 9th
Infantry Division". He evi-
dently sent it from Europe
during the war. It has a pic-
ture of Major General Lewis
Craig with a note written by
my brother, saying, "This is
the old man I am guarding".
While he was still alive, he
told me stories about the
war, but I have forgotten
most of them. The only ones
I really remember are, when
he was on guard on the
Ramagen bridge; he gave his
buddy a cigarette. But as he
lit it, a German sniper killed
him. Also when the 9th
Infantry met the Russians,
he presented the American
flag to them. He spoke
Slovak as well as he spoke
English, and was the only
one that could talk to them. I
recall him telling me that he
didn't want his picture taken
at the ceremony because he
might get killed and didn't
want the picture in books to 1997 Reunion
bring back memories. ':-"" 9th Inf D' Ass m
My objective is to formu",: ..-' ThurMa~v22 n a·.·..i·.· ".!-.
late as closely as possibl~ , Fri May23"
my brother's involvement inI.~ ~1'JA~'E7'f://r:=>l". Sat May 24 I \)i
World War II. I am his ~ Sun May 25 Break Camp 0
youngest brother. I have i:j!1 Galt House o~ ..
assembled all his medals in 0 Louisville, Kentucky
a nice recessed picture .::...~_!"'lI
frame. He has 19 nephews
and nieces; none of whom
met him. I thought it would~~~
be nice to inform them . .... ....
about their uncle Mike. '. ....
If you could assist me with
this task of providing an itin-
erary of the 9th Infantry,
especially, the Military
Police Platoon, I surely
would be grateful.
MORE ON "EDDY"
I'm moving right along with that biography of our illus-
trious leader. Last month I went to Carmel, CA, where I
had a fine lunch on Jack Eddy, the Old Man's nephew,
and once his aide. Jack also attended Shattuck Military
Academy in WI, as did the General and his three broth-
ers, so Jack has been much help with that part of his life.
In nearby Pebble Beach we met Herb Clark and his
wife, visiting from Houston, for dinner out on the fabled
Fisherman's Wharf. Herb was with 9th Medics through
the war and, being German-born, was part-time interroga-
tor of POWs for G2. He's the one who translated many of
those "other side" viewpoints of our battles. lowe him
plenty but he insisted on paying the check. Love those
freebies!
But back to the new book. I am now working on
Chapter 5 which deals with Eddy in the 1930s. He spent
1/7th on that decade at Ft. Leavenworth, KS; two as a stu-
dent and five instructing tactics. That's what made him
such an end-run type, except when someone at a higher
level insisted on "a cruncher," straight up the middle. We
were lucky to draw a brain, not a Bozo.
Also last month, I got in a qUick trip to Washington, DC,
for consultation with some historian friends who are
helping. I had lunch with Don Kothe who needs a bit of
encouragement of fellow M-ers to take in Louisville next
year. I couldn't help positively as I'm getting a bit
stretched by all this "Eddy" travel, but we'll see. I called
Colonel Bernie Bennick and he seemed chipper than he
has io!' years. Still isn't hitting the polka parlors, though.
well, triends, please cast your eyes on the Eddy photo
published nearby this column. Tell me, please, who is the
fellow checking out the map while the boss is yakking on
the phone? My guess it's one of our battalion comman-
ders. The scene is Normandy. Eddy's on a field phone
that carried with him on the road and used to tap into
lines running forward. Many a sib operator found a sur-
prise customer this way.
Continued on page 3
lADIES CORNER
Five months to go, are you ready for Louisville? If not,
get that reservation in now! OK? How were your holidays
_ I hope happy and healthy? I am writing this column
before Christmas actually, but you are reading it after it,
hence the question. One reason I always encourage atten-
dance at our Reunions, is because some of our Buddies
leave us between them, as in the sad news we learned
recently: Stan Adowski of my husband Joe's Company B,
47th Infantry died suddenly in late October. Then Marie
Quinn, just told me of Ted Preston's death on the day
after Thanksgiving. He was in F Company of the 60th
Infantry, and our beloved Wanda's husband. We shall
miss these two good men and soldiers, taken so quickly.
So, let's keep getting together and cherish each other,
huh? Time goes too fast, as you well know. My last item is
our donations to a Veterans' Home or Group. I have the
same suggestion from last year: The Patient Computer
Lab at the Bronx VA Medical Center on Kingsbridge Rd.
in The Bronx, New York, and a suggestion I received from
Member Muriel Gray two weeks ago: "The Women's
Memorial" just outside of Arlington Cemetery. Personally
I have already sent them a donation, and I think it is a
very worthwhile project for us to donate to, don't you
think? There are women in our group who served our
country, among them Ruth Lees and Muriel Gray. Think
on it please. Gotta go now, the deadline is past, but Dan
and Marie are so sweet about us late comers. Have a





General Eddy is shown checking a map of"the area on
the way to Cherburg. Red Phillips didn't ID the man
next to the General.
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We regret that .we ca.nnot hold reservations after 6:00 p.m. on
the date of arrival Without guaranteeing the reservation with
one of. the ab~~e m~thods.Deposits will be refunded only if can-
cel~atlOn notIficatIOn is received at least 48 hours prior to
arrival.
We will ",lake every effort to honor requests for specific types
and locations of rooms; however, on occasion, we cannot meet
such r~quests and reserve the right to provide alternate accom-
modations.
Reservations requested after DATE SHOWN ABOVE or after
the room block has been filled are subject to availability and
m~r not be available at the convention rate.
Ken Meye~ ~upplies us with a photo he took a year ago
,,:h~n he ViSited the Galt House Hotel in Louisville. The
piC IS taken from the 18th floor of the Galt House show-
ing the "Belle of Louisville" a river steam boat that the
Ninth Assn. will hold their Welcoming Party on Thurs.
May 22.
HANDICAP FACIUTIES NEEDED: YES 0 NO 0
CHECK ENCLOSED FOR DEPOSIT: 0 AMOUNT $ _
MAXIMUM 4 PEOPLE PER ROOM. ROllAWAYS NOT AVAILABLE.
NO PETS PLEASE!




RFSERVATION FORM- FOR RESERVATIONS OR





MAY 22- 24, 1997
ARRIVAL DATE'--- _
TIME: DAM OPM
To ~ar~ntee your reservation we require one night's deposit
(usmg either an ENCLOSED CHECK, a MONEY ORDER or a
MAJOR CREDIT CARD with expiration date and signature
"DEPOSIT WILL BE CHARGED TO YOUR CREDIT CARD AT
mE TIME THE RESERVATION IS CONFIRMED.
SIGNATURE: _
ROOM DESCRIPTION (please indicate choice of accommodation)
2 DBL BEDS: # of Persons: 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4
$67 $67 $77 $87
KING BED: # of Persons: 0 1 0 2
$67 $67
RNER SUITES: (parlor/l BR/2 BEDS) $200
DEADUNE FOR RESERVATIONS: April 21, 1997





140 N 4th Street
Louisville, Ky 40202-9210
TO PHONE IN RESERVATIONS, CAU:
1-800-843-4258 (outside Kentucky) .
1-80~3~15610nAdeKentucky)
FOR RESERVATIONS OR CANCELLATIONS CALL:
(502) 589-5200
CHECK IN TIME: 3:00 P.M. CHECK OUT TIME: 12:00 NOON
Henry Santos -In memory of
Phil Emmons, 15th Engrs. and





Realize I'm late with this
request but I became ill after
Worcester. Only hope this
will be able to make the next
issue of the Octofoil. If not, I
will understand.
My family and I would like
to thank everyone for the
beautiful cards and spiritual
bouquets that were sent fol-
lowing my wife's death in
July. We deeply appreciate
your kindness and sympathy
and shall always be grateful
for your thoughtfulness.
We loved Mary so much
and she is sadly missed by
all of us.
lllinois Chapter - In memory
of Ted Preston.
Elmer Wagner - In memory
of Ted Preston.
Robert D. Moore - In
memory of Leland Merriman,
B Co. 47th Inf.
Carroll Devoid - In memory
ofPhil Emmons.
Wanda Preston -In memory
of husband, Ted, F Co. 60th
Inf.
Lew Gray - In memory of
Ted Preston.
JohnE. Eddy
C. B. Baker - In memory of
Luther Tucker, C Co. 47th Inf.
George Seifert -In memory
of G Co. 39th Inf. Especially




Edward Rickert - In memory
ofPhil Emmons, 15th Engrs.
Richard McGrath In
memory of Phil Emmons
Manuel Grajeda
Chalmus Cochran - In mem-
ory of Walter A. Sammons,
Co. C. 9th Med Bn.
Robert L. Doney
Herb Clark
Pete Rice -}n memory of
Phil Emmons,. 15th Engrs.
Robert Mandie - In memory
ofPhil Emmons.
Eugene Edwards - In memo-
ry of John Merrick, 3rd Bn.,
60th Inf.
Joseph Hasenfus - In memo-
ry of Capt. Petty and Bill
Mooty, E & F 47th Inf.
Tip ofthe H~t
Remembering the Memorial
Fund and their buddies who
have answered their last roll











































Vincent Guglielmino, 1st V.P.
114 Charles Street
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Dan Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn. 412
Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
Enclosed please find. dues for:
Name..................•................•............Seriai rrio......••........•...............
Street Address .
Battery Company..........•.Regiment 9th Div .
Regular Member per year $10.000
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund O
THREE-YEAR MEMBER $25.000
Ufe Membership $75.000
Ladies Auxiliary Member $3~OO
Decals 56-each
Please credit the following chapter:
My spouse (Brother or relative)
PhUly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York 0
Illinois 0 Washington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Florida O,New Jersey 0
Texas Gr South West a California Chapter C
Ladies Auxiliary
Ninth Infantry Division Association
. Membership Application
Carol Saunders, r~rer, ladies Auxiliary
P.Q. Bo;xJ~84, (ireelifield,:Tn 37744
















My husband, Ted Preston
passed away on Thanksgiv~
ing Day, Nov. 28, a day after
we arrived in Florida for the
winter. He was fine when he
awoke, had a good breakfast
then complained of a pain in
his lower back, below the
waist. Of course he refused
to go to the hospital and at
2:30 p.m. I had to call 911 for
help because he seemed to
be in distress. He died in my
arms in minutes, before the
rescue team arrived. The
Florida coroner declared it a
heart attack but I am ques-
tioning it because he had no
cardiac symptoms.
One of Ted's proud
moments was being a mem-
ber of the 9th - he had a
beautiful funeral with full
military honors - he was an
active Legionnaire - and
the enc~sed checks are for
the 9th Div. Memorial Fund
one from the Lew Grays wh~
live near me, and one from
my family and me.
Thank you, Dan, and




There is no Death.'
What seems so is transition
This life ofMortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life
elysian
















60th In!. F Co.
With profound regret and
remorse we announce the
passing of these "Old
Reliables: "
Stan Adowski .
Co. B. 47th In!.
Ted Preston
60th In!. F Co.
Isidore Blitzstein
C Btry 26th f:A.
Marion Smith







C Co. 47th In!.
Frank Podlager ..
H Co. 47th In!.




It is with a heavy heart
that I am writing you this
note.
My beloved husband
"Izzy" and my best friend
passed away Nov. 9th (in his
sleep). He had a cerebral
hemorrhage.
We are all in a state of
shock, but you were one of
his Army buddies. He
.thought so much of you.
My 3 dear daughters and
our 5 granddaughters are
still in a state of depression.
I just wanted to ask a favor
of you. Would you please
n?tify The Ninth Infantry
Dlv. ~sociation. You helped




Louis Prince representing the Ninth Div. n. IS shown
presenting a check for $300.00 to Carey Griffin
Voluntary Service Specialist at the VA Hospital in
Cincinnati, Ohio. This money goes to the General
Purpose Fund for the Patients.
Thomas Weaver VA Director of Bay Pines Hospital,
Florida receiving check of $400.00 from the Ninth Inf.
Div. Assn. represented by Pete Radichio. The General
Fund is used for items that the Government does not
take care of.
Ralph Palermo is shown with Theresa Cunningham
(left) Chief of Vol Service VA Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA
and Thomas Cappello VA Director, Ralph represents the
9th Inf. Div. Assn. presenting a check of $325.00 for the
General Purpose Fund.
. We awarded TVs and eye glasses
thiS year to three VA hospitals. The chief of volunteers
has a "wish list" we can work from. Have her/him send
'each of us his/her request (to save time and postage).
Send to:
Larry McLaughlin, Chairman, 82 Gould St., Wakefield.
MA 01880; Adolph Wadalavage, 94-20 96th St., OzonE"
Park, NY 11416-1609; Henry Santos, 911 N. Connechusett
Rd., Tampa, FL 33617-4517.
9th Med. Bn.
CHALMUSL.COCHRAN
Post Office Box 06
Cherry Log, GA 30522-0006
This contribution is to the
Memorial Fund in memory. of
WALTER A. SAMMONS, Co.
"C", 9th Medical Bn., who
was my best friend from
Port Lyautey through WWII
and after, until he passed
away Jan. 15th, 1996. His wit
and photographs of our guys
and War scenes will always
be remembered by Co. "c"





Enclosed is $10.00 for my
1997 dues. This has been a
bad year for me as I lost my
wife Marion A. after 53 years
in Sept. from cancer and am
still in a state of shock.
Red Phillips, M/47
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley, CA, 95946
The Mezuza (916) 432-1409
In late September 1944 I found myself on board the
huge Cunard liner - then the largest ship in the world -
Queen Elizabeth I. 17,500 other United States soldiers
were with me. The ship had sailed with as many as 30,000
troops on board in past crossings from the United States
to Northern Ireland and England. In the early years of the
war it was double and triple loaded. On this ship I real-
ized that one or two decks were double loaded, that is.
two men to a bunk. Triple loaded meant three men to a
bunk, so that each took turns sleeping in shifts. We ate in
two shifts per day. During the crossing we spent many
hours daily waiting in chow lines. Ail the meals were the
same - crackers and creamed beef, coffee, tea or milk,
and maybe some vegetable or potatoes - I don't recall
now for sure.
The ship was divided into three areas - red, white and
blue. Soldiers were to stay in the bow, midships or stern,
depending on the color assigned to them on a tag which
all troops were required to wear. I was in the white area
- midships. I discovered that you could wander into the
red and blue areas. Officers were on the upper decks, and
enlisted men on lower decks. Eight other dog faces
(infantrymen) were with me in a nine-bunk tiny cabin
without portholes. We were five or six levels below the
water line. I got to know two of these men - one from
Maine (Smith - not his real name) and one from
Massachusetts (Jones - also not his real name) - quite
well. I would say they were the first psychiatric patients I
ever saw in the role· of a psychiatrist. Smith confided in
me that he felt intensely guilty over marrying the mill
owner's daughter. He and Jones were both in their mid-
thirties. Smith was especially upset that he was promot-
ed via marriage to deputy manager of the mill. He was up
over his eyes in responsibility and heavily stressed. The
Army was a break, but he would have to go back. (If he
survived - all of us tended to deny the possibility of our
death).
Jones revealed a very important insight. He worked in
a Massachusetts textile mill. He supervised several hun-
dred women who ran the textile machinery. He was mar-
ried and had one or two children with his wife. He found
himself drawn to one of his supervisees and had an affair
with her lasting many months. Eventually it ended. One
day a colleague who knew of the affair mentioned it to
him. He said to him, "Your wife certainly was wonderful
about it." Jones said, "What do you mean?" The colleague
said, "She was patiently waiting for you to return. She
knew you would."
Jones was dumfounded. He could not believe it. He
went to his wife and gingerly inquired if she knew. She
said, "Well, I knew the day it began." She then cited the
exact day. He said, "How did you know?" She said, "I
knew from the way you behaved that night when you
came home from a 'special mill conference.' It was some
months before I knew her name, but eventually I did.
Throughout this I knew you would work it through and
come back to me." Jones was amazed. He could not
believe his wife knew the day it began and ended. He
hugged his wife and thanked her from the bottom of his
heart, and thanked God for the episode's resolution.
I listened to these two New Englanders describe their
basically very human dilemmas which they left behind as
they went off to war. I don't know if they survived or not,
but it was part of the wonders of the crossing.
In the meantime I was wandering about the ship. The
ship was believed to be torpedo-proof because of its
great speed and zig-zag course. No submarine could sink
her - and I believed it. I never thought of the incredible
risk the Americans and British were taking if they should"
be wrong. There would have been 20,000 fatalities
(including the crew) if the ship were sunk.
One day I wandered into the chaplain's section of the
ship. No one was there. There were three wicker baskets
on the table filled with religious objects. One was full of
crosses - Protestant! I had been raised as a Protestant
and had left at 17 because of pronounced church
hypocrisy. Next was Catholic - crucifixes! That too, I
knew from my upbringing by my Catholic nanny, was sub-
ject to hypocrisy. The third basket was full of plastic
tubes with a little hole in which the letter "H" appeared. It
said on a little note in front of the basket, "Mezuza."
(words of Deuteronomy 6, verses 4-9 and Chapter 11,
verses 13-21). Co. K 47th Inf
Continued Next Issue GEORGE NICKLIN
6 Butler Place
Garden City, N.Y. 11530-460~
Continued from page J
Help Wanted On Eddy Bio
I didn't get to visft but did speak on the phone with
James H. Quello, once of the 47th and, during the African
Campaign, Division Headquarters Commandant. Jim then
went to Corps as he had had some special training in air
support, and ended up the war with an infantry battalion
in the 45th Div. After the war and resuming a career in
broadcasting back in Michigan, he was tapped for one of
the top jobs in the Federal Communications Commission.
He's served four terms as a commissioner, something of a
record, I believe.
Jim says he has some Eddy stories for me and I'm look-
ing forward to their arrival.
THE OCTOFOIL
MarvLevy






GREATER NEW YORK CHAPTER
On Friday, October 19, 1996, at 7:330 PM, the Greater
NY Chapter met at the Masonic Hall, 71 W 23rd St. NYC.
President Marty Gross opened the meeting with the flag
salutation and invocation by resident chaplain George
Apar. Secretary Art Schmidt read the minutes of the pre-
vious meeting and Treasurer Al Zenka gave the financial
report.
Correspondence was received from: Leo Feinstein,
Charlie Vandermark and Tony Rumore. Gorge Van Lewen,
Sr wrote that he had moved to Atlanta. Al Baccile notified
us of the passing of his dear wife ... The membership
sent heartfelt condolences to Al and his family.
Al Zenka noted that he was in discussion with the
Masonic Hall regarding our meeting room at a more rea-
sonable cost than the increased rent. This issue should
be settled by our next meeting. The possibility of us hav-
ing daytime luncheon meetings was discussed again and
Al would be checking on this also.
After a report by Dan Quinn on the Worcester
Memorial, meeting was adjourned and we partook of the
hospitality table and reminisced about the old army days.
Attending, not mentioned above: Tony DeRobertis,
Anton Dietrich, Vincent Guglielmino, Jack Holoboff, Joe
Killen, Al Lubrano, Marv Levy and Gene Magidson.
At the November 15 meeting nominations for 1997 offi-
cers were held. Nominated for president was Al Lipton;
1st VP Emil Langer; and 2nd VP Joe Killen. Nominations
also included incumbents Art Schmidt and Treasurer Al
Zenka. For Sgt of Arms Al Lubrano; Judge Advocate Dan
Quinn and representatives for the 39th Herminio Suarez;
47th Vin Guglielmino; 60th Al Zenka; Divarty Al Lipton
and Special Troops Adolf Wadalavage. With no further
nominations called from the floor nominations for 1997
officers were closed and election of officers will take
place at the December 20 meeting.
Joe Rzesniowicki informed us that he could not be at
the meeting due to his wife's illness. We wish her a
speedy recovery. We missed seeing many of our regular
attending members due to their illness or of their loved
ones: Harry Wax, Adolf Wadalavage, and Bill Canales.
Other regulars who have not been seen in a while
because of illness or logistical problems include Tony
Varone, John Morris, and Jim Mullen. Stay in touch, guys.
Regarding the meeting-room situation Al Zenka stated
that an agreement had been reached with the Masonic
Hall and we would stay on these premises. Possibility of
daytime luncheon meetings was still being checked out.
For the upcoming 50-50 Christmas raffle, Secretary Art
Schmidt reported that -returns are looking. good so far
from mailings to our members, and looked for increased
revenues for our only fund raiser by the time of the raffle
drawing on December 20.
Meeting adjourned, and after some late evening snacks
and bar-racks talk we all went home to await the
Thanksgiving feast. On Friday evening, December 20, we
had a short meeting so that we could hold our annual
Christmas party. But first, Prez Marty Gross notified us
that member Krantz Alban had passed away. The NY
Chapter sends condolences to his family.
The election of 1997 officers was held and the slate
(listed in the November report) was voted in unanimous-
ly. Congratulations to the officers who will be installed in
January.
The annual 50-50 Christmas Raffle was drawn and here
are the lucky winners: $150 - C.H. Winter, $75 - Marie
Vanni, $50 - Arnold Endrick, and $25 - Al Eisen. The $5
recipients are: A. Coffey, George Apar, O'Reilly, Trevor
Jones, Mike Procovic, Beverly Radman, Joseph Reeder,
Leo Feinstein, Al Zenka, and George Merz.
Congratulations to all winners and thanks to NY Chapter
members for their support.
Meeting adjourned in an hour and the 17 attending
members walked a block away to the Malibu Restaurant
where we had our Christmas dinner. The choice entrees
included either chicken, roast beef or fish. All seemed to
enjoy the dinner, and lively conversation and laughter
permeated the festive holiday air. About 10:30 PM we
headed home after wishing each other a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. .
And to Ninth men and ladies everywhere the NY
Chapter wishes all a happy and healthy Christmas and
New Year.
Our secretary dutifully reminds all that membership
cards are eagerly waiting to go into your wallets if you
pay your dues - $10 for 1 year, $25 for 3 years, and $75
for Lifetime Membership. Make checks payable to the
Greater NY Chapter, 9th Inf Div Assn and send to Arthur
R. Schmidt, Secret?:-y, 89-12 Doran Avenue, Glendale, NY
11385.





Deadline for next issue Feb. 20th
IlliNOIS CHAPTER
NEWSLEITER
It is with deep sorrow and
regret that we have to
announce the passing of our
dear friend and fellow
Illinois Chapter Member,
Ted Preston, 60th Int. F. Co.
Ted and Wanda had just
arrived in Florida on
November 27 and Ted
passed away suddenly on
Thanksgiving Day. At this
time, we do not know the
cause of death. His smiling
face will be missed and our
deepest sympathies go to
Wanda and her family.
We are happy to report
that John Bauman is feeling
much better these days but
was not up to having our
Holiday Party at his house
as originally planned.
Instead, we held the party at
the Wyndam Hotel in Oak
Brook, Illinois. We were
happy that Vera Carpt'nter
and her daughter, Tina, were
able to come in from
Wisconsin. Paul and
Lorraine Clark came in from
Indiana. By the way, Paul is
doing much better and gets
around without his wheel-
chair. Others attending were
Gordon and Marion Ander-
son, Lew and Muriel Gray
from Wisconsin, John and
Dolores Bauman, David and
DV Heller, Bob and Jo Pauli
and yours truly. We had a
great time eating, drinking
and catching up on the lat-
est news from everyone. We
also played our White
Elephant Game and the
Clarks were the winners of
the grand prize. The
Andersons, Carpenters and
Belmontes stayed overnight
at the hotel and continued
the festivities.
Now much more news in
the Illinois Chapter at this
time. We are all looking for-
ward to Louisville and reser-
vations are in for some of
the members.
Our annual reunion in
Madison will be postponed
this year due to the National
Reunion being held in May.
We are trying to make
arrangements for some time
in August. More details will
be given in the Octofoil as
they are made.
At this time we are a little
behind in the Christmas
preparations but as usual,
they will all get done in time.
A belated Holiday Greeting
to all of our fellow members
and may you all enjoy
a Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year.
Michael Belmonte
1161 S. Lombard Ave.
Oak Park. IL 60304
Grateful
I just wish to thank you,
one and all for sending my
mother the beautiful flowers
and cards. These items real-
ly helped to celebrate her
100th birthday. She was very
proud that her son had
served with so many great
friends.
Enclosed is a photo taken
of Mom with her flowers. As
you can see, she is in great
shape. She even danced at
the party as they played her






Hope to see you all in
Louisville in '97.
Continued on page 5
FLORIDA CHAPTER NEWSLETTER
A GREAT TIME PLUS A GOOD DEAL! Judging from the
favorable comments from many of the 52 persons attend-
ing the Nov. 21-24 Florida Chapter Mini Reunion, a great
time was had by everyone. Congratulations for a fine pro-
gram go to Phil Berman, Chairman, and his entire com-
mittee.
The staff at the Holiday Inn Sunspree Hotel were cour-
teous and cooperative, which always helps matters. On
Thursday evening, a convoy was organized transporting
members, wives and friends to the Aunt Catfish
Restaurant. A separate section of this famous Daytona
Beach Restaurant was reserved for the group; The food
was scrumptious. What made this dinner more enjoyable
was the fact that the Fl. Chapter Women's Auxiliary split
the bill with the men's treasury.. making this a Good
Deal.
Lila and H. F. Stansell did a fine job in setting up the
Hospitality Room. It was the center for snacks, drinks of
all kinds, and a place to meet new plus old friends.
Videos of past reunions were played on the VCR; Sing-a-
longs took place, stories told while beer, soft drinks and
some hard stuff was consumed.
On Friday morning, some of the group went to a Flea
Market while others took in different attraction of the
area and a few went Mall Shopping. Friday evening was
planned by Barbara Berman. Again the convoy drove to
the BISTRO "After Dark"... a casual gourmet eatery...
located at North Beach. The group was seated in a spe-
cial room and served a choice of menu dinner. Barbara
Berman hired Shelly(faylor Music Combo who furnished
music and songs while dinner was served. After dinner,
the entertainers played and sang songs of the '40s, 50s
and 60s with many couples taking advantage of this kind
of music by stepping out on the dance floor. This was not
only an enjoyable time but a Good Deal as the Men's
Treasury paid part of the cost.
The food at the Holiday Inn Saturday Night Buffet
Dinner rivals the best anyone can find anywhere. Not
only was it plentiful, (all you can eat), but just delicious.
The group had a reserved section so that there was no
. waiting line. Following the Saturday Night dinner, the
group walked across the lobby into one of the large con-
vention rooms. Here the seats were arranged "theatre
style." Emil De Donato acted as M. C. After making a few
announcements, he introduced Angie Tereigino, who bills
herself as "THE ITALIAN SOPHIE TUCKER." For the next
hour and a half, the audience went berserk with laughter.
In her Sophie Tucker outfit she sang, shook, danced, sang
old-time songs and entertained the audience by strolling
up and down the aisles planting kisses on some of the
men's bald heads. The audience response was terrific.
Photos were being taken constantly. At the finale of her
performance, and in a somber tone, Angie explained that
her actions were "all-in-fun." She then led the group in a
stand-up singing of "GOD BLESS AMERICA." She received
a deserving standing ovation for over 5 minutes.
Anyone who took photos of this entertainment is being
asked to bring them to the next meeting for display on
the Bulletin Board or send prints to Emil De Donato.
M~N'S BU~INESS MEETING: H. F. Stansell, Vice
PreSIdent, actmg as Chairman in lieu of John O'Gr d
deceased past president, called the meeting to orde~ ri
1~:00 a.m. ~aturday morning. After the minutes of the pre-
VIOUS meetmg ~ere read and other reports were submit-
ted, the electIon of new officers was held. Richard
Baud.ouy of Altmonte Springs was elected as the new
pres.Ident. Charles Van der Poel elected as Vice
Pres~dent, Jos.eph Kearnes as Chaplain while William
Flemmg, remams as Secretary; Philip Berman stays as
Tre~s~rer a~d Emil J. De Donato remains as the
PublICIty/PublIc Relations Officer. Congratulations go t
these ~ember~ for giving~ of themselves the time an~
energy m keepmg the FL Chapt strong and vibrant
Other. matters that were brought up were: NewiyeJect-
ed PreSIdent Baudouy will act as Chairman for the 1997
F~ll ~hapter Meeting. Henry Santos will look into hotel
sItes .m the.Ta~pa area. There will be no Chapter S rin
meet~ng as It wIll conflict with the National Reunion io b:
held m May of 1997. Henry Santos urged all members who
pla~ to attend the National Reunion to send in their reser-
vatIOn as soon as possible in order to get a room at the
Galt Hotel. Public Relations Officer, Emil De Donato gave
a lengthy report on the many activities of his office H
stated that all caps have been sold but he has shouide~
~atches: Some ~ecals, lucite stands and a few organiza-
tlOn~1 pms are m stock. He stressed the importance of
gettIng Chapter news to him in order to write the
Newsletter. As there was no further business to discuss
newly el~cted President Baudouy accepted a motion fo~
the meetmg to be adjourned at 11 :30 A.M.
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY MEETING: President Lila
Stansell called the meeting to order at 10'05 A M
Saturday, November 23, 1996. After the custo~ary~r~ ~~
a~d flag salute, Sec.(freas. Audrey De Donato read ihe
mmutes of the last meeting and then gave a report on the
treasury. S~e went on to say that treasury balance was in
go~d standmg. A vote was taken and passed to finance
50% of the Thursday Night Dinner at the Catfish
Restaurant. Election of officers was next on the agenda.
Barbara Ber~anmade a motion to keep the same officers
for t~e next fIv~ years. By unanimous vote, Lila Stansell




3650 S. W. Mosswood St.
Dunnellon, FL 34431
Meeting of the Texas and Greater Southwest Chapter
The Chapter held its Fall meeting in Shreveport, LA at
the Richmomd Suites Hotel on October 16 and 17, 1996.
Willard Norris, Chapter President, conducted the busi-
ness meeting at 9:00 a.m. on October 17. Fifteen Chapter
members, eleven wives, one daughter, and two guests
were in attendance.
Sergeant at arms, Ken Meyer, led us in the Pledge of
Allegiance and William "Dub" Lynch, gave the invocation.
The minutes and the financial report of the last meeting
were read and approved by the members present.
Members were reminded to send their National dues
through the Chapter Secretary to assure a portion of the
dues are retained by the Chapter. As the Chapter has
elected to not charge separate dues (we pass the hat at
the meetings), this revenue is important to cover our
mailing and out-of-pocket Chapter expenses.
With well over one hundred and twenty individuals on
our mailing list, the cost of preparing and mailing notices
to these persons becomes a considerable annual
expense. It was noted that not every person can attend
Chapter meetings. Therefore, those persons will assist
the Chapter if they will notify Chapter
Secretary/Treasurer Richard G. Granbery at 11206
Goldspring Drive, Houston, TX 77043. Dick will then
remove your name from the mailing list.
Election of officers for a two year term, commencing
February, 1997, are as follows:
President - Ernest Botella
Secretary/Treasurer - Richard Granbery
First Vice President - William Scott
Second Vice President - Herbert Stern
Publicity & Program - Gordon Schneider
Chaplain - William "Dub" Lynch
Sergeant at Arms - Kenneth Meyer
With the death of Phillip Emmons (15th Engineers),
John W. Miller was elected as a Chapter Delegate to the
National Assn.
Chaplain Lynch led a memorial service for Phil
Emmons, Pete Rice's wife Pat, and Roscoe Shield's wife
Leola.
"Dub" Lynch, on behalf of the members, extended the
Chapter's appreciation for Willard Norris' leadership as
President these last two years. Willard responded with
his appreciation for their support, particularly noting Phil
Emmons who had made the arrangements for our meet-
ing prior to his death. While all of us who had known Phil
will miss his friendship, Bob Hurst, his associate with the
15th Engineers, lost a long time friend.
Dick and Thelma Solar drove all the way from Phoenix,
AZ to present each member with a beautiful knitted, mag-
netic OCTOFOIL patch.
The site of the next meeting was discussed and it was
decided to investigate returning to Tropical Paradise at
Granite Shoals, TX for our Spring, 1997, meeting.
Ken Meyer reported on the 1996 National meeting in
New York. He spoke favorably of the selection of
Louisville, KY for the 1997 National meeting. Ken report-
ed on the reactivation of the 2nd BN 47th INF Regiment at
Fort Leonard Wood. Ray Inzer, Honorary Colonel of the
47th Regiment, represented us as the reviewing officer.
As our Chapter meets only twice a year, important mat-
ters of interest (ie deaths of members and spouses, etc.)
cannot be readily communicated. As an example, Mrs.
J.C. Dawson wrote that J.C. Dawson, Co I, 39th Inf. had
passed away March 1, 1996, and we did not learn of his
death until August 26, 1996. Bill Scott will work on a pro-
posal for a telephone alert program.
While in Shreveport, a luncheon was held at the
Barksdale Air Force Officer's Club. Attendees were then
afforded an opportunity to visit the 8th Air Force's
Museum.
In September, 1943, John W. Miller was nominated for
the Legion of Merit by Matt Urban. Just as Matt Urban
had to wait decades for his Medal of Honor, so too did
John Miller for the Legion of Merit. Major General Mike
Kauffman had endorsed the award. In October, 1996,
some fifty-three years later, John finally received the
Legion of Merit Medal.
Gordon A. Schneider
Publicity & Program
Oscar Moe C?f the 15th Engs (A & B Cos) sends this
photo taken In North Africa at a Training School at Sidi
Bel Abes wh~n his group were trained in radio etc.
Story appears In other section of Octofoil.
THE OCTOFO'L
A Proud Moment To
Remember
After re-joining the 9th in
Jan. '96 my proudest mo-
ment in my life and after 5
1/2 years in the service was
when I was given the honor
to represent the 9th Div. at a
Memorial Day service at
Hamm Luxemburg in 1946
with other fellows of the Div.
We passed in review and
after marching the color
guards, color bearers and
the riflemen into position
and standing at attention
and presenting arms staring
out over the white crosses,
the bugler played taps. The
tears rolled out and my
mouth felt like it was full of
.cotton. I swallowed hard and
gave the commands and
everything went off perfect-
1y. With my whole body feel-
ing swelled up with pride as
we marched back in review
and were dismissed.
I received a letter of ap-
preciation from the Com-
manding General Lt. General
Geoffrey Keyes, Major Gen-
eral H. L. McBride and Lt.
Col. C. W. Clapsaddle Com-
mander of the 26th F.A.
I'm wondering if some of
the fellows that were there
would be so kind as to give
me their names, rank, serial
no., and unit that they were
serving with so I could put it
onto the back of the letters I
received, and also if they
remember the names of
some of the other fellows
that may have passed away,
and to what capacity that
they served in the ceremo-
ny.- Also if they wish I will
send them copies of the let-
ters with the names that I
receive.
Many years later I re-
turned to the site as a civil-
ian and the tears and pride
were still there within me. It
didn't matter whether I
knew them or not they were
comrades in arms, nor
whether they were one day
in action or many more they
gave their lives while serv-
ing for their country. It was a
beautiful day and the people
of Luxemburg had placed
the flowers and flags on the
grave sites. Like I said, "This
was the proudest day of my
life." Also by the grace of
God I could very well have




Saint Augustine, FL 32084
Or they can call me at 1-
904-471-0842.
Reunion Dates 1997
May 22 to May 24th




I got your address out of
the 88th Blue Devil Div.
Newsletter. At one time I
was in the 9th Div., from
Sept. 18, 1940 - July, 1942. At
that time I was sent on a
cadre to Camp Gurber, Ok.,
to help with the 88th Div.
which I went overseas with,
and lost all contact with the
9th Div.
I would like to hear from
some of the men I trained
with. If you can help me, I
need a roster of A Battery
84th FA. Maybe you can tell
me where I can get one.
Thanks for your troubles.
Remember the R~,:,nion Dates
May 22-25,1997
~.,
Continued from .page 4
fWRlDi\CHAeIER NEWSLEITER
POTPOURRI NEWS: ..---- -
JOHN and ANN ELICHKO celebrated their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on November 24, 1996 with their 6 chil-
dren, 5 grand kids and many friends in Hazelton PA. John
and his wif~ make their home on 2603 Brynwo~d Drive.,
-New Port Richey, FL 34655. Congratulations are in order
. we wish you many more years together. . .
IRVING and RUTH KING: Irving wrote a note stating
that he and his wife Ruth were going to visit their son and
his family therefore could not attend the Daytona
Meeting. He regrets having missed the "Good Deal." Irv is
having some back problems but promises he will make
the next meeting... God Willing.
RUSS and DOROTHY BASSEL: Russ celebrated his
86th birthday on November 7, 1996. He sent his regrets
for being unable to attend the Daytona Beach mini-
reunion. Mr. and Mrs. Bassel usually attend both the
National Reunions and most Florida Chapter affairs. He
served as a Captain with the 15th Engineers. Hope to see
both of you at our Fall Meeting. _
FRED and PHYLISS DICK: A note from Fred stated
"Because of other commitments, we are unable to
attend." They plan to be at the Fall 1997 meeting.
DONALD WRIGHT: Had a heart by-pass on March 5th
but doing fine. He attended the promotion of his first son
Daniel Wright to full Colonel. .. a reunion in February, a
granddaughter graduation and the wedding of his daugh-
ter. Atta boy, Don.
WILLIAM and DOROTHY FLEMING: Grandpa Bill and
Grandma Dorothy were blessed with a new granddaugh-
ter named Kathryn J. Fleming. Kathryn was born on July
7, 1996... the same date as her father. Baby and parents
are doing well. Good news.
K Company 47th Inf.
NEW "K" MAN FOUND
I got a letter from JAMES M. DYE last month who said
he joined the third platoon two weeks before
Thanksgiving in '44. He didn't remember the illustrious
leader of the third at that time but, what the hell, the pla-
toon sergeant couldn't remember him after nine months
of association.
He played my favorite instrument, the BAR, so he must
have been bigger than the average bear. He said a good
friend from K, FRANK D. KLINE of Waynesboro, VA., died
recently. I can't think of a better name for an infantryman
than D. CLINE.
Jim's address is: James M. Dye, 3520 E. Gaskins Rd., Lot
23, Bartow, FL, 33830-8209 (941) 533-3951.
DYE is a pretty common word in the infantry, also.
IN RETROSPECf
I thought, when I was in combat, that it would be
impossible for me to be more frightened than I was, but
subsequent analysis would tend to deny this: had I
known, or understood what I do today, I might have been
too frightened to function.
No one could have been more politically naive than an
A&M student in the late 30's and early 40's. If we ever
gave a thought to politics it was DEMOCRAT and that
other party, what ever it was called. Communists wore
fur hats and carried round, lighted bombs. Socialists
were a small group of soft headed, pie-in-the-sky nuts
who ran NORMAN THOMAS in every presidential elec-
tion. We didn't even realize that most of FOR's advisers
were Socialist cum Communist, because we didn't think
of these matters. We didn't think our country could do
bad things because Americans were better than that.
When I discovered the undercover men in OCS were
looking for Communist rather than Axis sympathizers, it
was beyond my comprehension. Weren't they on our
side?
I don't think that many of the riflemen around me were
anymore sophisticated than I. We thought our lives were
completely unrelated to politics. Dream on DOG FACE!
Literature since the war has made it clear that the peo-
ple we were there to liberate either didn't want to be lib-
erated or were ambivalent on the matter. They had
grown accustomed to their chains and had learned to live
with the new order, what in the hell are the uncouth
Americans doing coming in to mess up everything. When
you lose a war in a couple of weeks it doesn't tear up
much of your property, but a prolonged offensive action
can really screw things up.
Although I did not care too much for the French I
never considered them my enemy. The Belgians, a~d
even the Germans (except for the Eupen Germans) were
nice people, yet the Belgians had a unit fighting in the
German army and the blitzkrieg did little damage to most
oUheir country, s6 maybe it was all make believe.
Thank GOD I didn't worry about it in 1944.
The next upsetting thing is to realize just how few of
your own army shared your desire for a swift victory.
The US had just been through twelve years of the deep-
est depression the country had ever known. Many of the
soldiers, of all ranks, had the first paying job of their
lives. Many were soldiers just because of the few dollars
they would get from membership in the National Guard.
All who had been in the labor pool were in no hurry to
return. '..
One position that looked worse than the lack of jobs
was the infantryman who faced daily the lack of life. The
wars' major killers were the wars' major pacifist. Every
step to the rear from a rifle platoon was a step towards
longevity. Even our weapons platoon was a half step bet-
ter than our kitchen, clerk, and supply people were fifty
steps better. Everyone else in an Infantry Division had to
deal with dirt, poor bedding from time to time, and an
errant artillery shell or jeep wreck could prove life threat-
ening, but by an large it was camping out.
How many of us were in this death or dismemberment
sentence? If you take the TO numbers, at full strength the
Rifle Company was 60% of the Infantry Battalion, 48% of
the Infantry Regiment, and 35% of the Infantry Division. If
we throw in all the thousands of service, transportation,
and administrative people in the Theater of Operations,
the rifleman would not constitute even 10% of the man-
power. Ten percent want the war to be over and ninety
percent couldn't care less.
Think of the guy who couldn't get a job three years ago
who now owns his own village with hot and cold running
whores and all the PX rations, gas, and food he can steal.
Think of the Colonel who five years ago was a lieutenant
in the regular army who hoped he would make major
before he retired, now sees visions' of stars if it just goes
on long enough. Think of the poor bum who was starving
three years ago but now has food, clothes, regular pay, a
place to sleep and someone to tell him what to do and
when to do it. Do they want the war to be over? In a pig's
eye.
I felt very lonely many times in combat but I never
knew just how alone I was.
With little to write about this time I thought I would
append this thought, that I shall add to BULL SESSIONS.
Chester H. Jordan
1058 West Lakeview Dr.




507 E. Main St.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Just want you to know I
am still around. My outfit,
most of them died this past
two years. I don't know of
many more in the outfit.
They don't write or even go
to meetings or reunions. I
am still in bad shape,
shingles, lot of steady pain,
already 3 1/2 years, no cure.
I received the New Jersey
Distinguished medal and the
French Normandy medal.
Our V.F.W. Post 2209
Manville, got them for us. I
met Nick Yudnick from
Edison there. I expect a lot
of fellows from our Division
9th would be there. Our con-
gressmen gave them to us,
Bob Frank and Pierre
Salinger.
I am still going to the doc-
tor for my heart, eyes and
shingles. I just had laser on
my left eye. I have implants
in both eyes. Will be going to
the eye doctor today. I wish
I could travel and make a
meeting or reunion. I miss
the fellows, give my regards
to all. I just heard from
Lillian Kusovelz that Martin
died. This year took him,
Zullo Schmieder, Gershew
Dean, Kreye and many more
that we don't' hear from.
I'll end now and have a
grand Christmas meeting.
Div. Arty, Hqs. Hq. Btry.
HENRY BOKINA
3 Prospect St., Box 132
Hatfield, MA 01034
Enclosed is check for my
dues. Everything is okay in
the farm country. Give my
best regards to all the boys
in Div. Arty.
Keep up the good work -
enjoy reading the Octofoil.
My best regards to you
and your wife.




Thought I would send you
my dues, life membership.
Say Hi to all the men in Co.
E 39th InL and 9th Div. I
enjoy reading the Octofoil,
Thank you.
47th Inf. D Co.
RONALD FRANK
R.D. 1 Box 82
Leechburg, PA 15656
Enclosed find dues pay-
ment for the next 3 years.
Upon reading the last copy
of the Octofoil, I noticed the
poem written by J. Rappa-
zini - Reflections WW II.
This poem enclosed was
written 3 years ago by one of
my twin granddaughters.
This was written for a patri-
otic program at our church
on July 4th. The drawing of
the flag and soldier was by
Kimberly who is now in her
second year at West Point.
Little did I know that when
the Division went to West
Point in 1989 at that reunion
would I again go back again
and again in a different kind
of way. The words of the
poem "The Soldier" written
by "Karen", her thoughts of
the soldier in waiting and ,
what he was thinking at
times in the night. Enclosed
are two sheets. Pick which
one you want to use as
space provides.
Best regard to all the 9th
Division buddies, especially
Co. D. 47th.
Take care. God bless.
47th Inf.
RAY GILBERT
6023 E 900 N
Kendallville, IN 46755
Please note address -
Indiana - a far cry from
Staten Island where I spent
almost all my life - yes I
also used to visit my cousins
in Weehawken - think they
lived on Park Blvd. or some-
thing - that was many
moons ago - remember
seeing Gloria Swanson in the
Pastime movie.
Dan I am writing to you to
see if you can locate an arti-
cle in the Octofoil - was
last winter I believe - in
this there was a plea from a
fellow in Clearwater, FL,
where we live saying he had
written to many places try-
ing to get some information
on the 47th Int. and came up
empty handed and asked for
help. I called him and told
him to stop over - which
he did and I told him he
could take my books 2 -
47th, 1 - 9th Div. - Elgruttan
- Gedyerane - Remagen
- Ernie Pyle - yes he saw
his brother's picture and
was so thankful. I told him I
would be away for the sum-
mer, he could return them in
the fall - dopey me I never
asked his name and I don't
know how to get in touch
with him except through the
Octofoil.
Due to sickness we are
here in Indiana with my son,
don't know when we'll get
back to Fla., but any how
please try to find the fellow's
address - last winter's
Octofoil I'm sure.
I've enjoyed the Octofoil
so much through the years
but at times I get very
depressed when I read
about one of myoid friends
passing on.
Just had a thought the
other day - saw Larry
McLaughlin's name - he
probably saved my life but
never knew it. At EI Gruttar
we were lying on a hill and
making small talk when he
says so long Gil - see you
later - we both took off and
no more than 5 seconds
later a mortar shell landed
in the exact spot we had just
left - oh well as you know
we can all go on and on but
this is it - please continue
your work on Octofoil - has
been wonderful. Thanks.
You had an article from
me about 15 yeats ago but
for your information - I was
one of the early 1941
drafters at Bragg, Service
Co., then to OCS, back to
Bragg and 47th, on to Safi in
England. I was sent to 1st
Army Hqs., I took over a car
company, got a captaincy
and rode the rest of the way
with the big gees.
Once again thanks - I'll
be waiting for your reply,
anxious to catch up on my
reading.




I know I am late with dues
but here is$ for three years.
I hope to live that long. I am
83 years old.
Where are all the A.T.
gang. I don't hear from any-
one.
William Gilde died last






Battle Creek, MI 49015
Please excuse the timing
of this letter, but as a "re-
tiree" you know we are sup-
posed to have all the time in
the world to do what we
want, but never seem to
have the time when we think
about doing something
important.
It grieves me deeply to see
the note that Capt: Phil
Emmons passed away sud-
denly in October. Although
as you will note I did not
have the pleasure of serving
in his command, I did have
the distinct pleasure of
meeting him at the reunion
this past June. Although we
had never met, he was kind
enough to meet and invite
my wife Annette and me to
join him and his friends at
their table throughout all
the meals while we were
there. He introduced us
around to those at his table
(one of whom was former
"F" Co. C.O. John Miller and
his wife). I am going to have
to apologize to the others,
and ask their forgiveness at
this point as I cannot re-
member their respective
names. We enjoyed our-
selves in this company as
Capt. Emmons spoke a little
French, as did John Miller's
wife. As you know my wife is
from France and it made her
time so much more enjoy-
able. My wife was somewhat
reluctant to attend the re-
union as we didn't know too
many others, but that was
certainly well taken in hand
by all those at our table.
Thanks to all for their cour-
tesy.
I also want to mention Dr.
George Niclin who I had the
pleasure of playing a round
of golf with. He certainly
made it fun to play, although
our scores are not repeat-
able. We both made some
good shots and some bad
shots, the bad shots out
numbering the good shots
as the scores indicated, but
it was fun and God willing
we can do it again in Ken-
tucky next May. I will be
sending in my reservation
soon.
I also met many other "old
reliables" and it makes me
proud beyond compare to
have served in the "9th."
When asked the "9th" is al-
ways the first name that I
mention, although I was
transferred to the "9th" from
the AAA after 18 months.
Well, Dan, old friend, I see
this is getting too long so
will close, hoping to see you
all again in Kentucky along
with any other "E"~o. men
who might show up.




Enclosed you will find my
check which should bring
me up to date with my dues.
I'm finishing up my 6th
year as a County Command-
er and it has been a busy 6
years for me. Hinesville is
the home of the 3rd Inf. Div.
I hope to see you at the con-
vention. I just received my
confirmation. It will be my ,
first.
I have a change of address
because of 911 services that
I will enclose.
THE 0 C T 0 FOIL
Divine \iuidance Or Luck?
By Bob Dunn 34th F.A. Hqs. Btry. Co. B 60th
Marty Roach and I agreed we were the two luckiest GIs VAUGHN MACDONALD JOHN CELLER
in the 15,00()..man 9th Infantry Division during World War 5656 Ravenel Lane 48 Grant Ave.
II - Marty because he was washed out of Infantry Springfield, VA 22151 Stamford, CT 06902
Officers Candidate School four days shy of graduation, Thank you for the info on I noticed it's dues time
and I because my newspaper experience was instrumen- getting aboard the 9th Div. again and it gives me the
tal in saving my life. again. opportunity to wish you and
We were members of a unique unit - Special Services I trained at Ft. Bragg in all members of the Ninth a
- in the 47th Infantry Regiment of the 9th Division. 1943 on lOS's went overseas happy holiday season of
Marty, a former athletic director at Millbury (Mass.) High I in Nov. 1943 as a casualty good health and happiness
School, and I, former reporter for the Philadelphia ::replacement and wound up for the coming years.
Record, had the rank of Technician 5th Grade (equal to at Barton Stacy in Hqs Btry With the winter weather
corporal) as called for in the Army Table of Organization. '34th F.A. Bn. 9th Div. I coming on it reminds me of
Marty was named athletic director and I entertainment fought in 135 lb. class on the a Christmas dinner we had
director. Bn boxing team then joined while in a holding position in
In addition to arranging for movies when the regiment the Div. team where Matt Germany. As usual the "vol-
wasn't in combat and being in charge - along with Marty Urban was our coach. I· unteers" from the second
- of the distribution of PX supplies, and kegs of beer fought early on in platoon had to walk on
while in England, most of my duties centered around pub- Winchester against a bird frozen feet in knee deep
licity to hometown newspapers, compiling the regimental from Durm, N.C. from the snow about a mile from the
history for the first half of the war and publishing under 39th Inf. Regt. The referee C.P. where the kitchen had
combat conditions a daily news bulletin, copies of which gave me a TKO against him dropped it off. It was a
were mimeographed and sent up to the front line troops but Paddy Flint the CO over- Christmas dinner to remem-
with their mail. Source of the latest world news was the ruled the ref _ about 3 days ber with the "liberated"
BBC foreign service. later I was called to the German beer in the sub zero
Heading our unit was a captain (Capts. Horace Clary, orderly room when Col. temperature. It was a wel-
James Garner and Herbert Clegg in that order). Westmoreland had the ref come change from the
Fortunately for Marty and me, all three let us operate as ruling reestablished in my steady diet of "c" rations.
we deemed necessary. Capt. Garner lost a leg when he favor and an apology from It was nice to get in touch
stepped on a mine in France. Col Flint was given. I served again and until the next time
Our military careers began when we were called up in the survey section under keep healthy and stay warm.
under the Selective Service Act. My call-up date was July Lt. Harrison and Sgt. Frank Hqs. 1st Bn 47th Inf.
14,1941 - five months before Pearl Harbor. Arace, Bob Baldbridge, Etra, FRED VEND
Both of us were assigned to the Army and ended up in Zartrian, Frank Campion and 1622 Ellis Ave.
the infantry. After 16 weeks of basic training at Camp Gatlin. Ashland, WI 54806
Croft, S.C., I was assigned to "E" Company, 47th Infantry I was a taper after Westy Just noticed my dues run
Regiment, 9th Infantry Division, at Fort Bragg, N.C. got promoted Col. Sundin- out in 97 so will sign on for
I was in training as a member of a 60mm. mortar squad commended. I made Utah three more years.
when I answered a call to start a regimental newspaper. I Beach up to the Hurtgen Winter has arrived in the
was placed on special duty and worked at the recreation Forest. Was going to be part far north of Wisconsin and
hall every day, returning to "E" Co. for meals and sleep. of M.G.P. when I was hospi- we are having our first single
While Marfarranged for athletic events such as basket- talized and eventually digit temperatures of the
ball and softball, I concentrated on the monthly mimeo- wound up in England, 26 season. I enjoy the Octofoil
graphed newspaper and served as scorekeeper for the Gen. Hospital. Reassigned to as it is about my only con-
47th's outstanding baseball team (our colonel was an 7th Pvt in Scotland dis- tact with the many men I
avid baseball fan and placed the players on special duty). . 'charged in Dec. 1945. knew. I exchange holiday
I acquired a Kodak camera and snapped pictures to After Georgetown U. I greetings with a few fellows.
send along with news releases to hometown newspapers received a direct commis- I see Tom Cobb once in a
when local Gis received promotions or citations. sion and wound up a while when we stop in
When late summer of 1942 arrived and we were prepar- (579209692) Major retired in Atlanta.
ing for participation in the North African invasion, I 1972. Bob Baldbridge wrote My thanks to you Dan and
requested of Clary a return to "E" Co. His reply: "I'm a book "Victory Road" pub- your hard working wife for
stuck with my job and you are stuck with yours." Little lished by World War II all you do for the NINTH.
did I realize at the time that his refusal probably saved Historical Society Div. of Happy holidays.
my life, for several months later - in March of 1943, "E" .Merriam Preso Benington, 39th Inf I Co
Co., as the lead company in an assault on German and Vt. 1995. It is the story of the DONALD E. LAVENDER
Italian positions at EI Guettar, Tunisia, was eliminated as 34th FA Bn illustrated with 2913 49th Street
a fighting unit when the enemy cut off the group with pictures (all the survey crew Des Moines, Iowa 50310
machine gun and mortar fire after permitting an advance are pictured in it). I remem- I received my OCTOFOIL
of approximately one mile. ber in Normandy being lined today and just realized that I
The company of 200 men suffered heavy casualties - up with other privates and am delinquent in my dues.
either killed, wounded or taken prisoner. Some 25 every 3rd man was sent to Here is my check for three
months later, one of my buddies from "E" Co. - Norman infantry regiment. Levine on years. _
Johnson of Kane, Pa., who had been taken prisoner at EI one side of me and May on I have just made contact
Guettar- walked into our regimental area after our link- the other. Levine was killed with a veteran of A Co. 39th
up with the Russian Army on the Elbe River. Norman was within a week I saw May and have encouraged him to
skin and bones, having existed on watered-down potato coming back for seconds in become a member of the
soup for most of the more than two years of internment. Vibevis, Belgium. In rear Association. His name is:
After hearing about the "E" Co. debacle, I suggested to echelon _ I am 72 years old Harold Rathert, 4007 47th
Marty that perhaps I should volunteer as an "E" .Co. retired from Xerox (23 Street, Des Moines, IA 50310.
replacement. Older and wiser than I, Marty replIed: years) army 24 years, have a Another I Company friend
"Don't volunteer, if they need you they know where to son Peter. located one of our long lost
findyou.". If anyone has the Div Book Lieutenants from I Company.
A few days later I received my first taste of combat of stars the Victory and He is: John Richardson, 8881
when German planes strafed and bombed our regimental wants to lend or sell it I Highway 15 North, Walnut,
command post, one of the bombs landing 30 feet from would like to hear from him. MISS 38683. I have encour-
me, sending fragments into my left arm, leg and back. aged . ~im to join the
Fortunately, I had hit the turf face down on a downward • AsSOCiatIOn also. .
slope so most of the bomb fragments missed me, but t~e Reunion Dates 1997 Thanks for not cuttmg ~e
concussion was almost unbearable. Cal Harms and BIll fhur May 22 to Sat May 24th -off when I became dehn-
Green were more seriously wounded than I and were .,..,quent.
·_---~_._---:"'-taken to a hospital. . . . FinaliY~~eceived-w-c;;d to move' up with Regimental
Sometime later I was notIfIed .t<~ report to t~e aId sta- Headquarters. Two days later the main thrust of the
tion for a Purple Heart. Upon ~rn,:ng, I was adVIsed that I German offensive surged through the area we had just
had just walked through a mme fI~ld. Needless to say, I evacuated. The area in front of the Belgian barracks had
used a different route back to my blvoua~ area. been defended by a thin line of inexperienced troops. If
Our next close encounter occurred whIle our transport we had remained in the area, I probably would not be
was anchored in Palermo Harbor, preparatory ~o unlo~d- writing about it now. .
ing. During the night, 18 enemy planes based m CorsIca Under normal conditions, Marty's failure to make it
bombed the hell out of us, droppmg bombs all around -~s. through OCS might have been a blow to his ego. But
Many of us were cram~e~ in a hold belo~ the water hne being overseas for 30 months we soon became aware of
and were really sweatmg It out and praYIng when some- the high percentage of casualties among infantry officers.
one piped up: "Oh, for the safety ~nd comfort of the front Young second lieutenants who were sent in as replace-
lines!" We all laughed and the tensIon was broken. ments were killed or wounded even faster because of
But for an occasional air raid, shrapnel from our own their lack of combat experience.
anti-aircraft guns (what goes up ~ust come down), an, It can be called Divine Guidance or just plain luck, the
occasional artillery shell (ours .fa.llmg short) as well as fact remains: we survived the war as members of the 9th
the enemy's while I would be slttmg on th~ edge of ~y Infantry Division _ a fighting unit of 15,000 men at full
foxhole listening to a BBC newscast or.typmg the dally strength which had more than 22,000 casualties (killed,
newsletter, the rest of the war was relatIvely free of dan- hospitalized wounded and prisoners of war) during the
gerous situations. . 30 months of fighting in the North African, Sicilian and
An exception was the Battle of the Bulge m December European theatres of World War II. _
of 1944. Because of cold, snowy weather and a shortage Robert H. J. Dunn, 47th
of quarters for us with regimental headquarters,. Special 527 Lakeview Drive
Services, along with Personnel, was quartered In some Sw~esboro,.NJ 08085
old Belgian barracks for several weeks.




The article by Otts, myoId
Co. C.O. in Africa and Sicily,
roused some old memories
at the mention of Emmons
and Ware. I·was with Ware
when he was hit by a bomb
fragment from a German
plane that strafed and bomb-
ed our patrol. My bride and I
often go to Atlantic City, N.J.
passing through Waretown
- often thinking about and
remembering Ware wonder-
ing if this was his town.
I started and trained with
A Co. - went to B Co. while
I got naturalized (Norweg-
ian) shipped out with B Co.
- through Africa and Sicily
- then transferred (a cadre)
to 10th Engrs. of the 3rd I. D.
I go to reunions with the
10th Engrs. and the 9th Div.
when I can - many buddies
from A Co., B Co., and 3rd
. I.D. buddies from C Co. 10th
have gotten together over
the last 10 years and it sad-
dens me to hear of the de-
mise of wartime buddies
who I remember as being
vigorous and healthy.
To the old-timers of A & B
Co. 15th Engrs., 9th I.D. and
to the 15th Engrs. who were
transferred with me to the
10th Engrs. 3rd I.D., greet-
ings and happy holidays.
Enclosed picture - 9th
Div. A, Band C Co. radio
trainees at Sidi bel Abes,
Algeria - after coming off
front from Bizerte Engrs
were trained in Morse Code
and radio. Also, newspaper





I just got word that George
Thielke passed on. He was
our Master Sgt. George lived
in Columbia, S.C. He attend-
ed the last 3 or 4 reunions. I
am enclosing a picture of
Col. Clinton L. Adams jeep.
He was commander of 60 FA
- his jeep driver backed
into a land mine, blew up the
jeep, killed Maj. Hockdofer
and the driver. Some of the
men got a seat out of a
Glider that crashed. Put it in
the Col. jeep. The blast blew
the Col. in the air still in the
seat. We were told that it
broke both legs but he lived
and went back to Tennessee.
He was a fine man. Everyone
had a lot of respect for him. I
would like to had him for a
friend.
P.S. I have been looking
for our old 1st Sgt. Cap. R.
Clayton. We called him G.I.
Clayton. He was from Texas.
I have been looking for him
50 years.




I came to the 9th Infantry
Div. in 1942 to Fox Company
and later went to Hdg. Co.
and 2nd Bn. 39th Inf. until
the end of the war.
I am in the photo of the
group of G.I.s on page 398 of
the book, Eight Stars To
Victory. I was a Mess Ser-
geant. Col. Frank Gunn was -
our Bn. Commander and
Captain G.A. Pedric was my
C.O. I was a Staff Sergeant.
I would like to reinstate
my membership. I am send-
ing you a check for three
years.
THE OCTOFOIL
I ;Z ...!-«:)• ...., a~ ~





Maybe you can put this
story in Octofoil. I received
the Silver Star for getting
this bridge across the
Meusse. Capt. Emmans
should remember this. God
Bless All of You -
Clem
P.S. I had bad luck a month
ago. My wife who was a pic-
ture of health, got cancer
and I lost her. She will be .
missed terribly.






Just received the Octofoil,
and realized that my dues
must be paid immediately.
We really enjoyed the last
reunion up in New York.
That was one of the best. Of
course Lake Placid was nice
also. Our hats off to New
York Chapter. They know
how to pick them and also
our appetite.
I'm sending a check for
dues 3 yrs. and in memory of
close friend John Messick,
who just lived up the road
from me. John was in the
3rd. Bn. 60th.
We are enjoying the
reunions more now, than
ever. I guess that is reason
to believe, that time is clos-
ing in on us.
When you live with a
bunch of guys day in and
day out, and you go through
hell and high water together,
they become a part of you
for the rest of your life. That
is dedication.
Thank you for years and
years dedication.
39th Inf. E Co.
MANUEL GRAJEDA
3651 Claremore Ave.
Long Beach, CA. 90808
Sorry for delay on my
dues, I just looked at my'
card; there it was. Actually
one of my buddies gave me
.the hint when I read the
Octofoil (a John Sabato who




Sending dues for 3 yrs.
I'm trying to get to a
Reunion, so far no luck,
someday.




Didn't realize past due
until I saw the date on
address label, the '95. Would
this indicate it had expired?
I joined Co. B at the
Nemagen Bridge and fought
through till the Felbe, have
many memories of old
Company B and also of fallen
comrades.
Co. A 15th Combat Eng.
SGT. CLEM F. PRZYBYLSKI
1512 N. 42nd Terr.
St. Joseph, MO 64506-3687
Here is a story (true) I
would like to pass on to you,
maybe these fellas can con-
tact me or visa versa. If they
made it, I hope.
Anyway here goes. We,
15th Eng. Co. A 3rd Squad
was assigned the job of
putting a pontoon bridge
across the Meusse River so
the Inf. tanks etc. could get
across. Of course we were
shelled on and had to
retreat to a cave in back of
us. Lt. Millstine was in
charge. Just then a Lt. from
the Int. came over and I told
him we had been on the
other side upstream. Of
course he had to be shown
where this was naturally.
So the Lt. and I proceeded
upstream walking, I guess
about 2 miles all flat terrain
along the river. I don't
remember his name or out-
fit, 39th-47th or 60th. We
were attached to one of
these. Anyway when we
went about 2 miles, the
Germans started firing at us
in the open. The Lt. was hit
maybe 30 yards from 3 trees
by the shore of the river. I
was fortunate to get behind
one of the 3 trees, small
arms fire was hitting the
tree, then it stopped. I
looked across the river and
saw a German across the
river. Naturally I took my M-
1 and aimed which I had him
in my sight.
When I fired the shell did
not go off. The Lt. heard this
and told me not to fire at
them because I would draw
fire lr,D.m.them,.. so I said all
right. At the same time I had
to figure a way to get the Lt.
to first aid or get him out. So
I prayed and went to the
other tree to see if they
would fire again, which they
did, hitting the tree and not
me. So I said what the hell
am I going to do. So one
more tree to go to. So I did
this and no shots. So I lay
there for awhile and told the
Lt. I was going to make a run
for it to get some help for
him, and he said OK.
In back of him was a rail-
road track on a hill. So
before I took off the Our
Father and Hail Mary was
said etc. So off I went and I
made it back. Lt. Millstine
told me to go to the Int. and
try to get somebody to res-
cue the Lt. I finally found
someone, 3 fellas and a half
track and I told them about
the railroad track, which we
found. And I told them he
was on the other side, so
they opened fire across the
Meusse and we went to the
tracks. And 10 and behold
there was the Lt. alive and
well, but wounded. We got
him across the track where
we talked. The Lt. said Clem
I don't know whether to kick
you in the butt or shake
your hand. But anyway he
shook my hand and said
thanks. A happy ending.
Now what I want to find
out these guys names. It
should not be too difficult,
because the Lt. received the
Purple Heart here and the
people in the half track
received Silver Stars. So
please try to help me get in
touch with these fellas if
they made it. I'm praying





My wife, Pat, who died
June 4th, dearly enjoyed our
reunions - particularly the
Nationals where she watch-
ed me enjoy the artillery
types (84th plus Bert Waller
of Div. Arty) and getting to
know the wives of my bud-
dies. We had reservations at
the Concord, but of course
she became too ill.
I plan to be in Louisville in
May '97 and hope to see a
bunch of "Notary" men and
their ladies there.
As we all know, the 15th
Engrs had mostly outstand-
ing soldiers. One such war-
rior was Phil Emmons who
arranged our chapter meet-
ing in Shreveport, La. The
Memorial Fund check is in
his memory, as he died
some 10 days before we
gathered there. His most
charming lady (Berta Black -
perfect for the ultimate
thoughtful southern gentle-
man Phil - she has the Louis-
iana accent so engaging in
both)... told me Phil has
had a pacemaker/heart con-
dition that most of us knew
nothing about. He will be
sorely missed and long
remembered.
. H.Q.s and B Co. 15th Engr.
RICHARD MCGRATH
2846 W. 85 St.
Chicago, IL 60652
I hope I get this to you in
time to wish all the "Old Re-
liables" a Merty -Christmas
and a Happy, Healthy New
Year. All these Christmas's
are precious when you think
of those three we missed
during the war. The first two
weren't as bad (for me) as
that third one during the
"Battle of the Bulge" which
was a real bummer. The first
one, I was with the special
troops and landed with dry
feet in Casablanca.
Much better than the inva-
·sion troops of the Ninth
Infantry that can tell a scary
story, I am sure. The second
Christmas in England had to
be the best of the three, but
all three make one thankful
for all since.
It was good to see the let-
ter in the last Octofoil from
Captain Otts. He tells the
loss of Captain Phil Emmons
better than I can.
However, I was fortunate
to serve under both of them,
two outstanding officers and
fine gentlemen.
Enclosed is a donation to
the Memorial Fund in memo-
ry of Capt. Phil Emmons.
I'll miss seeing his smiling
face at the 52nd Reunion. He
was always upbeat.
Looking forward to the
reunion.






Looking at my Octofoil I
notice that it's dues time
again. So I'm sending in my
subscription for 3 more
years. I sure enjoy the paper
and read it from start to fin-
ish. It's great to have some-
one as dedicated as you are
to the 9th. I also want to
mention that my wife and I
drove to Alabama last
January and met Sam Draper
and his wife at their home.
We spent a couple of pleas-
ant days with them and
enjoyed their company very
much. Sam seems to be in
good health and very happy.




I'm sure most of you know
the feeling when one of our
comrades leaves to join the
many who have gone on
before. Staff Sgt. Tony
Madonna made that trip
recently as many of you
know and as Allie Ferrante
said in his note to me, "we
have lost a friend and
buddy." He was one of the
best Combat Engineer pla-
toon leaders - a perfect fit
for the Hall of Fame if such a
place existed; with a sense
of pride/duty, a common
sense approach to getting
things done, and a feeling for
"his men" second to none.
One of his "heroes" was a
comrade from Tony's home
town of Worcester, MA,
Father Edward Connors. He
was deeply proud of helping
with the work of starting the
arrival Memorial Mass at St.
Peter's Church in Worcester.
During one· of the most
recent conversations I had
with Tony, one of his con-
cerns was whether he'd be
able to attend the 50th
Memorial service which I
believe was planned for
sometime this fall. Whether
he made it or not I don't
know, but I do know his spir-
it was there expressing con-
cerns for all of his many
"friends and buddies" with
whom he kept in touch -
worrying more about "his
men" than for himself.
We all tell "war stories"
with varying degrees of
accuracy as time goes on,
but one thing I remember
about those that Tony relat-
ed was that they were
always about things that
specific ones of "his men"
did. Talk about pride, it
came from a heart larger
than all of Massachusetts
and a grin wider than the
English Channel, Mac-
Fadders Pond or the Rhine
River.
Father Connors needed a
good Platoon leader (Tony
would remind me that he
already had a bunch of
them) and fully respective of
those gone before, we know
that the good Father has a
strong helper now. For those
of us lucky enough to follow
Tony in the same direction
we can be certain things will
be in apple pie order when
we get there.
We'll all miss Tony but
thankful for the memory of
having known and served
with this good American;
proud of his platoon, "B" Co
of the 15th Engr Bn and the
9th Inf. Div. (To all who got






Please find enclosed a
check for a three year mem-
bership in the Ninth Infantry
Division Association.
---- -- I served with the 9th in
Willard Norris, President John Miller 1944 and 1945 in the E.T.O.
504 East Kerr 1511 Cochise Drive in a rifle company and I'm
Burnet, Texas 78611-2608 Arlington, Texas 76012 looking forward to my first
Dear Dan: From talking with our reunion May 22-24th.
At our meeting in members it appears that we I joined the V.F.W. about a
Shreveport, Louisiana on will have a good delegation year and a half ago and read
October 18, 1996 the follow- from our Chapter at the con- in the magazine about this
ing member was elected as a vention in Louisville. I look reunion. Then I contacted
delegate to the National forward to seeing you there. Henry Santos who sent me
Association to replace Phil Sincerely, the Octofoil with this appli-
Emmons, deceased: Willard Norris cation and a nice letter.
. Looking forward to Louis-





Here are my dues for 1997.
I have been sending this in
November but it slipped my
mind this time. I have heard
from 2 or 39th Div. men
from the 60th but I can't
remember them because my
mind ain't as good as it used
to be. After you get to be 82
years old everything is not
as good as it used to be.
Here is wishing you and
your wife the best wishes for
Christmas and the New
Year. And this is to all the
old reliable men of the 9th
Div. Hope they have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year. I don't have much to
write about. Will close until
next time.
47th Merl. and C Co.
C. B. BAKER
2001 Oakland
Johnson City, TN. 37601
Haven't written to you in
long time, so here goes.
Had a card from Colonel
Tanner the other day. Told
me he had been in touch
with you recently. Saw him
at the Orlando Meeting a few
years ago.
Had a card from Luther
Tucker's wife telling me that
he had died back in August
in North Carolina. He was in
C Company 47th. 3rd. pla-
toon. Was one of the best
friends I ever had in service.
I am enclosing a memorial
for the Memorial Fund.
I am yet working, but have
given some of my duties to
the younger people. My
grandson is with us now. He
is doing well and is serving
his apprenticeship to be a
funeral director.
Dot has had a stroke since
I last wrote to you. We have
home health care people
every day until I can get in
from work. Can't lea,ve her
by herself.
We now have a great
granddaughter who is fifteen
months old. Will be in for
Christmas.
Have a nice Christmas.
